Mechanisms of toxicity and risk assessment.
Incorporating mechanistic information into the risk assessment process is necessary because proliferation of in vitro and in vivo tests of uncertain significance has led to the realisation that the quantity of toxicological information may undermine its own value. Default options in risk assessment to be used in the absence of mechanistic data are mainly derived from extrapolations. Examples from mechanistic studies on organophosphate-induced delayed polyneuropathy (OPIDP) will illustrate 3 main areas of extrapolation where mechanistic data might allow meaningful conclusions for risk assessment: (i) from animal to humans; (ii) from high to low levels of exposure; (iii) from disaggregated systems to complex systems. The continuing effort to understand the mechanisms of toxicity will reduce uncertainty in these and other areas of the extrapolation processes. It could also lead to better appreciation of the significance of biomarkers (such as lymphocyte neuropathy target esterase (NTE) for OPIDP) to be used in biomonitoring programs.